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[per roll]

5MIP20
[IP Rating]

5 24V
DC

Fresh Light
 [ES-FS2835C-112-24-Y]

Application scenario recommendation

Warm yellow, suitable for lighting in breads,cakes or
retouched lighting

Fresh Bread 2500K

Fresh Bread 2500K
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Item Code 

FS 2835 C 112 24 Y

Flexible Strip SMD2835 2500K 112 IP20
IP54
IP67

24VDC & Constant Voltage

Product type LEDs Type Color LED Qty. per meter Voltage Circuit Type IP Index

Power/MColor / CCT Lumen/MItem

ES-FS2835WW-112-24-Y <16.8W

Voltage

24VDCFresh bread 2500K

Max.Run
(single end feed)

5M

Minimum
section

71.4mm1596LM

Light
efficiency

95LM/W

Optical parameter

Luminous intensity distribution diagram
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C0/180,114.5
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C60/240,114.5
C90/270,114.4

AVERAGE BEAM ANGLE(50%):114.3 DEG
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1m 310.25cm165.5,605.1lx

2m 620.49cm41.37,151.3lx

3m 930.74cm18.39,67.24lx

4m 1240.98cm10.34,37.82lx

5m 1551.23cm6.619,24.21lx

6m 1861.48cm4.596,16.81lx

7m 2171.72cm3.377,12.35lx

8m 2481.97cm2.586,9.455lx

9m 2792.22cm2.043,7.471lx

10m 3102.46cm1.655,6.051lx

Height Eavg,Emax DiameterAngle:114.38deg

Flux out:1331 lm
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Packaging

Drawing

250M

Qty.(m)/CartonIP Index Carton dimension

200M

IP20

IP65

700×270×270mm

700×270×270mm

300MIP20

Aluminium foil bag

215x245mm

215x245mm

215x245mm 395×395×240mm

Qty.(pcs)/Carton

50pcs

40pcs

300MIP65

Length per pcs

5m/pcs

5m/pcs

5m/pcs

5m/pcs 395×395×240mm215x245mm 60pcs

60pcs

5M150mm

10m
m

24V DC

71.4mm

8.9mm
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Cautions

Distortion(Wrong)

Bend(Right)

* When install the led strip, please note the installation technique.The led strip can be bent, but not distorted

* LED strips are low voltage products, you must use the power supply(transformer). Please don't connect the led strip directly to the
AC110 or Ac220V. otherwise it wil l burn out the LED strips.Clean up the installation surface, it wil l ensure the reliabil i ty of the adhesive.
The electrical connection process must be operated by a professional person.

R≥60mm
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Instructions

* The power supply is selected on the basis of the strip’s power and make sure the power supply load is 30% higher than the strip’s power.

* When the LED strip’s power is over 14.4w/m, it ’s better to install the strip in an aluminum profi le which helps make the strip in good heat

dissipation, thus better for LED strip l i fetime.

* Install ing surface remains clean, smooth and dry, can not be sharp objects.When install the LED strip,please wear the electrostatic ring.

There is 3M adhesive tape on the back side, you can remove the protective fi lm and press it down gently onto the surface. Please avoid

excessive pressure on the LEDs and resistors.

* There are the scissors symbols on the PCB which shows you where to cut the LED strip. When cut the LED strip,please wear the

electrostatic ring.

* Connecting two segments with a soldering iron, the heating should be no more than 250 ° C and the soldering time is less than 5 seconds,

please wear the electrostatic ring.

250 5




